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Hi Gruppe! 
 

We had a simply spectacular day at the 47th Annual Bull Session held once 
again at Sharon Woods Park in Sharonville, OH. 
We had a bright and sunny day with no clouds and a large freshly mowed 
display area to show off all the shiny Porsches from all years. The Top 5 
Porsches selected by a People's Choice vote were awarded trophies supplied 
to us by the Porsche Factory in Germany. 
Along with the Factory Trophies, the top 5 Porsches were awarded valuable 
gift certificates and prizes from Zims, Stoddard and other DSG advertisers 
and sponsors. 
The Top 5 trophy award winners in order were: 
 

1. Marie Lieding, 1960 356 B Roadster 

2. Dick Weiss,     1958 356 A Speedster 

3. Russell Clarke 1960 356 B Roadster 

4. Kendall King    1959 366 A Cabriolet (Just joined the DSG and his first 
event with us!) 

5. John Meyer      1969 356 D  (A gorgeous 1969 912 in Irish Green) 

 

We also had a terrific barbeque picnic lunch supplied by the DSG. 
Many wonderful side dishes and desserts were also supplied by the DSG 
membership. 
Tom Oerther even baked some of his world famous 356 shaped cookies! 
 

We had B&B Catering manning the grill with a huge selection of burgers, 
metts, brats, and dogs all cooked to perfection. 
(B&B  Catering consisted of Adam Boettcher, Matthew Boettcher, Jivanto van 
Hemert, Kathy Marshalek, and a cast of thousands who helped with the 
grilling and serving duties.) 

Frosty and Cold Beverages abounded, and no one left the event hungry or 
thirsty. 
 

For those thirsty for 356 knowledge, Carl Iseman supplied his most 
challenging 356 trivia quiz ever! 
His well researched questions had many of us totally stumped and scratching 
our heads for inspiration. 
 



Sample questions:     HOW MUCH HORSEPOWER DOES THE 1300 NORMAL 
ENGINE PRODUCE?   Correct answer is 44 SAE 
Horsepower.                                    

                                                                    WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL FACTORY COST OF THE 
70 LITER FUEL TANK?   Correct answer is $27.50. 
 
 

Prizes were awarded in order based on how many correct answers you had! 
I won't tell you how many questions that I had correct. :( 
 

 
 

DSG Vice President, Stan Yarrish, procured many great prizes for the tech 
quiz, as well as setting up a freebie table for all those in attendance to be able 
to take home a Porsche related gift.  
Stan is also our Webmeister extraordinaire who takes care of the DSG 
website. Thanks to Stan for all his hard work! 
 
 

Please see the DSG website:,   http://dreistaatengruppe.com/    and look under 
Past Events for photos by Official DSG Photographer .... ( Surprise! Stan 
Yarrish.) 
 

 
 

See our attached Porsche Event List for upcoming 2023 events and we look 
forward to seeing you! 
The 48th Annual Bull Session for 2024 is currently scheduled for Sunday May 
19th, 2024! Mark your calendar now and plan to attend this DSG signature 
event! 
Keep me posted on any questions or thoughts as we continue on into the 
2023 event season! 

Remember that Porsche is the featured marque at the 
Cincinnati Concours on June 11th at Ault Park. 

 
See you soon! 

 
Vintage Porsche Regards, 
 
Peter OpaX2 Boettcher 
 

pboettcher3562gmail.com513-720-356C 
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